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ABSTRACT

There is observed the assonance phenomenon which is used for reinforcing the meaning of the poetic work; in revealing the inner experiences and feelings of the lyrical protagonist; in the provision of emotional expressiveness.
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INTRODUCTION

In children, true human qualities such as spiritual and moral purification, faith, honesty, piety, honor and kindness do not form by itself. The basis of everything is education and, in this laborious, work the role of children’s literature is especially important. The brilliance of characters in the works of fiction, the accuracy of words meanings, the melody and the musicality of the text give peace and tranquility to the child’s soul, enchant him. [3;3]

The process of learning language and proper use of its capabilities is very complicated and difficult for preschool and school-age children. Russian linguist E.N.Panov wrote about it follows: “A child begins to learn a language from things around him, their quality then by imitation their actions. Much time is required from a child to realize notions about them and to form words from sounds about appeared imaginations”. [6;7]

So, the influence of fiction, especially, poetic works on a child is great in the knowledge of the world, forming an active position to the environment and phenomena around him, finding his place firstly in the family then in the society.

H.Tohtaboyev, famous children’s writer wrote: “A man should “speak” with nature from childhood. The earlier this process begins the faster nature, its flora and fauna can open a child’s heart and show own secrets”. [7;3]

MAIN PART

The same opinion we can say about a society. A child will grow and develop if he can find answers to the interested questions.

There given the following lines in the poem of talented poetess Kavsar Turdiyeva “A childhood – when I am a king”:

Дунёда қанча болалар?
Дунёда қанча, қанча, қанча болалар?

– Дунёда анча, анча, анча болалар, Уларда дук-дук-дук у rar юралар, Уларда кўл-кўл, кўл-кўл ору, тилаклар. Ранглар турли, турли, турли болалар, Йўллари нурли, нурли, нурли болалар. Орзуси мўлдир, мўлдир, мўлдир, Бирлашса зўрдир, зўрдир, зўрдир.

(- How many children are there in the world? How many, many, many children are there in the world? – There are many, many, many children in the world, Tuk-tuk-tuk their hearts beat, They have a lot of, a lot of, a lot of wishes. Different, different, different coloured children, With bright, bright, bright roads children. Dreams are many-many, many-many, If they unite it is perfect, perfect, perfect) [4;400]

In these lines the ideas about children are given in simple, folk style, by the method question-answer and repeating certain words. In the science this method is called linguistic poetics. Linguistic poetics method influences on a child more than simple speech and helps to find answers to the discursive interested questions; provides full live intercommunication. That is why recently language of fiction has been studied more not only from the literary point of view but also its phonetic, graphic,
morphological, lexical, syntactic levels, in the linguistic poetic aspect.

In fiction the use of tone of sounds, including, reinforcing meaning in the poetry, revealing the psychology of the lyrical protagonist, emotional influencing on a reader and providing emotional expressiveness is very important. In actual fact, in the Turkish poetry the phonetic means as: stretching of sounds, folding of sounds, amplification of sounds, and reduction of sounds are one of the oldest methods of reinforcing meaning in the poetry and have become the essential part of the texts. On the one hands, the complex of sounds, constituents the poetic text, is similar to usual speech units complex, but if we look deeper, each sound in the text, its role in the text, the pronunciation of sounds and changing the meaning are very significant in creating the poetic text.

For example, there are such lines in the poem of a famous children’s poet Anvar Obidjon “I am still a child”:

Дадажоним, дадажон,
Отим нега “Отажон”?
Ахир, кимза отаман,
Шуни ўйла-а-аб ётаман.
(Daddy, my daddy,
Why is my name “Otajon”
After all, who I shall throw
I li-i-e and think about it). [2,61]

In the poem 19 sounds were used 63 times. “A” sound 15 times, “a” and “o” sounds 7 times, “m”, “e” sounds 5 times, “d”, “m” sounds 4 times, “j” sound 3 times, “g”, “y” sounds 2 times and other 9 sounds 1 time are used. It is obvious that Anvar Obidjon, for increasing friskiness, sensitivity, emotional expressiveness in the poem, paid the main attention to “а” sound. If we observe from the amount point of view, 24 % of sounds in the fragment are “а” sound. It is clear that the author used some phonetic means in this poem. Firstly, he used effectively the lightness, openness and friskiness of the “а” sound. Secondly, he didn’t lose sight of similar pronunciation “а” and “о” sounds in the children’s speech. Thirdly, in the word “о’йла-а-аб” he could reflect the psychological condition of a protagonist by the folding of “а” sound. In linguistics this method is called assonance linguistics.

ASSONANCE (from French assonance) – is taken from the word consonance and means consonance by the repeating of the same or similar vowels. [11,6]

The correct use of vowel sounds in the speech ensures the completeness of the communication process. Trying of an infant saying folding of vowels “а-а-а”, “е-е-е”, “о-о-о” and other sounds is not in vain.

Today, the poetry has risen to a new level of quality in terms of form and content. Picture poems, landscape poems, digital poems, question poems and their audio and video versions were created for children. In these poems there effectively used vowels’ acoustic-physiologic features typical for children’s speech. Particularly, in the poems of Anvar Obidjon, T. Adashboyev, K.Turdiyeva, Abdurahmon Akbar, Dilshod Rajab, Sh.Salimova, Qambar Otayev, X.Komilov the use of phonopoetic means has risen to the level of mastery. Uzbek children’s poets could provide stylistic colouring and emotional expressiveness through stretching of sounds, folding of sounds, amplification of sounds, reduction of sounds in their poems.

There are two kinds of assonance in the Uzbek children’s poetry. To repeat and to fold the certain sound in the word in order to increase stylistic colouring, providing emotional expressiveness and clarifying the being promoted reality.

The following meanings appear through this kind of assonance:

a) strengthen the situation: Шунда бирдан “Па-ак!” этди. Ана энди Қўрқтимдиган.
   (there came “ра-а” sound. That's scary) [10,19]

   (The ox says, "It's not home, Miracle look!") "Yeah, yeah," said the astonished Donkey) [1;158]

   (To get up before "A", To be the first, "O" - O opened his mouth, "A" was amazed) [4;165]

c) duration of movement, repetition: Қўн им бор – “во-во” деб, Қучум бор – беда ер.
   (I have a rabbit - he says "woof-woof", I have a dog eating clever. Screaming in the morning, “Cro-o-w”, my fish keep me awake) [1;165]

d) a call, an urge:– Дадыхизда ҳам бўлалайти монч: Чи-чиқ! Чиқ-а! Чиқ-қийин, –
   дэйди. (There is a drop in the hallway too: Ca-a-p, ca-a-p! Co-o-me out! Co-o-me out!" it says) [8;41]

e) regretting: Тариф бўлсам. ҳошиме, Муши тўғилди бошиме.
   (When I was on the side of Hashim, Fists rained down on me. Hashim ran away – a-у, My poor head) [10;27]

f) pleading, begging: Кетмай турган,
   (Don't go, Dea-ar, Hotam. Till my pants will dry) [1,240]

g) to intimidate, to panic: – Бу милициями? – Ҳа. – Қўшитпими? – Ҳа. –
The following results can be achieved in the upbringing of children with the use of such phonopoetic means:

1. Developing a child’s speech. Correcting deficiencies in his speech apparatus.
2. Explain a pupil the differences between vowel sounds, to help to understand the physiologic and articulation processes in the pronunciation of vowels.
3. Create a certain image of vowel sounds in a child’s consciousness.
4. Teach pupils about vowel sounds.
5. Form and develop the correct pronunciation skills of vowel sounds in a child.

As we know, vowel sounds provide pleasant, gentle and melody of the text.
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